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Results

Evapotranspiration (ET) is important for understanding water use and demand. More complete and frequent 
depictions of ET would allow for improved precision and responsive irrigation planning furthering the 
farmer’s resource efficiency. Unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) offer the ability to collect data at 
unprecedented spatial resolutions while also allowing on-demand collection for flexibilities in temporal 
resolutions. More traditional means of ET estimations are performed with lysimeters and flux towers, but 
these methods only provide limited coverage of the area with limited to no information on the true range 
and variability, leaving much to be assumed. Satellite remote sensing provides feasible regional scale 
estimations but can still be considered coarse in cases of smaller scales. Additionally, satellites can only 
provide data on a fixed schedule which is further complicated with cloud coverage. The greater possibilities 
in spatial and temporal resolution make UAS the ideal means for ET estimations at scales in the field level 
and smaller. Most ET models being used with UAS data are those that were created around satellite remote 
sensing including the two source energy balance (TSEB) model that is used in this study. The experiment
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The two-source energy balance model developed by Normal et al. 
(1995), partitions soil and vegetation components.  

Figure 5. UAS LiDAR derived crop height compared with with measuring stick samples evenly 
distributed across the field

Figure 8. Comparison of UAS (Drone) ET estimations to eddy 
covariance estimations from the flux tower 

Figure 9. Visualized latent heat flux estimations from TSEB model results and UAS data with the estimated flux foot print that was used to compare the results to the eddy covariance estimations for validation  
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Equipment

included a 10 hectare sugar beet field 
which has little canopy coverage at the 
beginning of the growing season to 
practically complete convergence in the 
later stages. This allowed for testing of 
the TSEB model robustness in a 
dynamic canopy. Figure 1.  Example of the canopy to soil ratio changes as the growing season 

progresses Figure 2. Equipment used in this study with (a) climate station / flux tower located in the center of the field for model inputs and validation of ET 
estimations (b) DJI Matrice 600 multirotor UAS with LiDAR for crop height (c) thermal IR and multispectral sensors used for land surface 
temperature and leaf area index (d) measuring stick for crop height validations (e) SunScan SS1 comptometer for LAI calibrations and validations
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Figure 6. UAS LiDAR derived leaf area index (LAI) compared with Sunscan SS1 ceptometer 
measurements taken around the climate station in the middle of the field. An average was 
taken from 15 measurements in each of the 4 locations. 
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Figure 7. The results of the TSEB model are evaluated in comparison to estimations made 
with a flux tower and eddy-covariance (EC) from the climate station. The flux footprints 
were estimated where the weighted average within this boundary of the UAS data was 
extracted and compared to the EC results.  
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Land surface temperature from UAS Thermal IR

Figure 4. (a) flight path of UAS with land surface temperature mosaic below (b) 
approximately 11 cm ground sampling distance (GSD) at 100m flight altitude (c) ground 
targets for thermal sensor for examining and improving (d) ground targets as seen by the 
thermal IR sensor

Rn is net radiation (W m−2 ), H is sensible heat flux (W m−2 ), LE is 
latent heat flux (W m−2 ), and G is soil heat flux (W m−2 ). Subscripts 
“s” and “c” represent the soil and canopy flux components, 
respectively.

Three primary inputs are derived from UAS sensor observations: 
radiometric surface temperature, the leaf area index (LAI) for leaf 
distribution, and crop height (surface roughness) to understand the 
aerodynamic roughness and radiation transmission in crops and 
calculate foliage density.

In the TSEB model, the surface-energy budgets are balanced for both 
the soil and canopy components of the scene: 
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